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a second life. Hyundai Santa Fe owners have reported 20 problems related to starter under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Hyundai Santa Fe based on all problems
reported for the Santa Fe. When trying to start the truck using the remote starter the area where
the turning switch is stared to smoke and the smell of burning wire was smelt and the sound
like my hazard light was heard I turned the truck off then turn it back on the noise was gone.
The truck was stationary park and the turning switch was not being used, and the headlight was
off. I was trying to warm the truck up. See all problems of the Hyundai Santa Fe. Our vehicle had
the turbo fail. After replacing the turbo, the engine died upon test drive. They replaced the
engine and gave us the vehicle back. The next day it would not crank. Dealership jumped the
vehicle off. The next day it would not start again. This time they had to tow it. It has been in and
out of the dealership for 4 months and towed 3 times. Each time the vehicle would not crank
with 48hrs of getting the car returned to us. They blames security system, key fob, brake switch
, grounding, and now the starter. Each time they stated it was fixed and then we had the issue
happen again. I filed a safety concern with Hyundai but they refused to address our concern.
They said they were told by palmer's Hyundai that the vehicle was fine. I explained I was
concerned of my families safety of the vehicle died while turning or on the interstate. There are
multiple reports of this online for the vehicle. They stated I can take it up with the dealership but
they couldn't help with anything. They said if it failed in traffic and someone was hurt , then I
could call back and they would address it then. I own 4 Hyundai vehicles and have had another
previously. It is very sad to be treated like this when you are a lifelong customer. On July 5, , the
car suddenly stalled while in motion in city driving. I immediately attempted to re-start the car: it
did not restart, no cranking of the starter. I then pushed the hazard light button: no response.
There was no electric power, I. After 2 minutes, I re-attempted to restart the car, but it did not
start, no cranking. The hazard light button then worked. Electricity came back on. Aaa came and
jumped the battery, but car no start. Car went to Hyundai dealership. Service manager, the
engine seized because of major breakdown. This is a dangerous situation. If I was driving on the
highway, or high speed city driving, the seized car could have flipped, endangering myself,
passengers and other nearby vehicles and people. Something in the engine , harness or module
, allows the computer to overheat suddenly , through 3 batters and 2 alternators in 4 months
last alternator lasted 2 drives. Car dies nancy depressive light show and died then the battery
and alternator is fried. Hyundia dealership refusing to check harness or module because my VIN
number isn't listed in recall although my car is in the recall. The car has died 4 times requiring
towing. The car died when driving after about 10 miles. Car has brand new battery. Starter
works fine. It died in the middle if a streetceach time twice was at night. And I am a disabled
woman who uses a wheelchair. Monday June 24th was the most recent time at 1 pm in degree
heat for 5 hours with a heart condition which was doubly dangerous situation. The battery died
eventually leaving me with no hazards. What to charge me to replace a 3 rd alternator without
checking harness or module a scam!. Tl the contact owns a Hyundai Santa Fe. The contact
stated that the starter failed periodically. The starter was replaced, but the failure recurred. The
contact researched the failure and found that there was too much paint on the negative
connector to the engine from both the passenger and driver sides. An independent mechanic

resolved the failure by sanding down the area by the connector to metal on metal. The failure
was remedied. The dealer and manufacturer had not been contacted. The failure mileage was ,
Tl-the contact owns a Hyundai Santa Fe. The contact stated that while attempting to start the
vehicle, the vehicle caught on fire. The fire department was able to extinguish the fire. The
contact was towed to chapman scottsdale Hyundai located at e mcdowell rd 3, scottsdale, az , ,
to be diagnosed. The contact was informed that the starter caused the fire. The vehicle was
repaired. The manufacturer was contacted and notified of the failure. The approximate failure
mileage was 48, The contact owns a Hyundai Santa Fe. While the contact's son was driving 5
mph, several warning indicators illuminated and the vehicle stalled. The driver was unable to
restart the vehicle. The vehicle was towed to lia Hyundai of enfield 40 palomba dr. After the
repairs, it was discovered that metal shavings were in the oil pan. The contact was informed by
Hyundai customer care that the vehicle would be covered per NHTSA campaign number: 17v
engine and engine cooling. The manufacturer provided case number: The approximate failure
mileage was 73, The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 17v engine and
engine cooling ; however, the part for the recall repair was unavailable. The contact stated that
the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair. The contact heard
a knocking noise coming from the engine whenever it was driven. The contact took the vehicle
to the north end autoshop and the starter was replaced, but the failure recurred. The contact
stated that the knocking became louder and pulled the vehicle over. When the contact
attempted to restart the vehicle, it failed to start. The contact had the vehicle towed to a certified
mechanic who informed the contact of the recall. The starter was replaced. The manufacturer
was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. VIN tool confirms parts
not available. I bought this car with 40k miles on it and it now has 63k miles. Since I have had it,
I have replaced the radio display, speaker, driver side window controls, starter and a recall on
the airbags. The clear coat is also coming off all the door handles and it is fading the paint. I
notified Hyundai and they did not address any issue. Tl- the contact owns a Hyundai Santa Fe.
The contact stated that the battery in the vehicle died multiple times after replacing it. The
vehicle was taken to a independent mechanic where the technician diagnosed the starter
needed to be replaced. No repairs were made to the vehicle. The failure mileage was 40, The VIN
was unavailable. When I went to start vehicle the electrical system came on but did not turn the
starter,this happened maybe twice last year. So far this year it has happened about 5 times. The
electrical system comes on when I turn the key to start but nothing happens,I finally found out if
I put my foot on the brake and take the transmission out of park and work it thru all gears then
shove it back to park it will start. We travel up to the state of washington from home ever year
and would hate to get stranded some where along the road. Engine stalled suddenly on several
occasions while during low speed, at idling or at a constant speed as a result with full loss of
power, braking, and steering. Car did start back up fine, but would eventually exhibit same
behavior again along with erratic rpm surges. My local mechanic attributed the problem to a bad
crank shaft position sensor cps. He advised I contact the dealer since there is an open recall on
this exact part and same issue regarding 2. My local mechanic replaced the cps sensor as per
recall, and confirmed the damaged cps sensor was the original part, and the issue was
ultimately resolved. This open recall 03v affects approximately 25, vehicles, I believe this safety
issue is much larger and several complaints exist where consumers are being told by the dealer
that there VIN number is not part of recall 03v, yet exhibiting the same issues with the defective
cps and ultimately paying for this part themselves. This recall should be expanded. The contact
stated that while driving, the transmission began shipping in and out of gear. At low speeds the
vehicle stalled, shut off and immediately restarted. The vehicle was taken to the dealer for
inspection. No repairs were made. The manufacturer was notified and no assistance was
provided. The failure and current mileages were 78, Tuesday night when I filled the gas tank, the
vehicle would not start for about 20 minutes. I called roadside assistance who told me to call the
dealership, who in turn told me to call roadside assistance. Brown's manager, ishmael told my
husband that he could not help us. The next day I called the dealership service manager who
said that the problem had to do with the remote starter on the key chain, which I could press
twice and the car would restart. He offered another car to me but assured me that I should be
fine. I opted to keep the Santa Fe. That night as I returned on the fairfax county parkway from
herndon to my home, the Santa Fe died again. No amount of pressing on the remote restarted
the vehicle and I became panicked as cars raced by on either side of me. The vehicle never
restarted although the dashboard lights would occasionally flash on then off. A policeman
contacted a tow truck who towed me back to the dealership. I felt my life was at risk by the
Santa Fe's total failure in the middle of a major highway at rush hour, where I was stranded for
40 minutes. It was maneuvered off the road and towed to the dealer who replaced the crank
shaft position sensor. The vehicle was not included in the recall due to the VIN. When Santa Fe

accelerator pedal is depressed it has a delayed reaction. The starter had to turn over much
longer than it should before the engine starts. The consumer believed there was a power
steering fluid leak. Dt:the contact stated the cps capacitor that is with the crank shaft position
sensor is not working properly and as a result the vehicle stalled on the freeway. The dealership
ran a diagnostic test and this problem came up as a critical code. The vehicle's crankshaft
sensor has been replaced three times. The sensor was replaced at 60,, 62,, and 80, miles. While
driving uphill, the engine stalled and shut completely off after yards. The vehicle was towed to
the contact's residence and the mechanic stated that the crankshaft sensor was bad. The
current mileage is , and failure mileage was 60, The contact owns a Hyundai sante fe. The check
engine lights illuminated and the vehicle will not shift properly. While driving 55 mph and
shifting gears,the gear stuck from fourth to third gear. The contact turned the vehicle off. The
vehicle operated normally once it was restarted. The failure usually occurred during rainy or
damp conditions. The dealer informed the contact that the failure was due to a cracked
crankshaft. The vehicle was inspected, and the crankshaft was replaced on March 30, After the
crankshaft was replaced there were no occurrences until may and August , when the coil was
replaced. The vehicle operated normally until November The current and failure mileage was 88,
The consumer has provided a recall for the electrical system pertaining to the crankshaft
positioner and invoices for the repairs. The dealer stated that the speed sensor has been
replaced. The car was making a grinding noise when I shifted from drive to park and reverse. I
took it back to the dealership where I had purchased the car the day before and while in park at
the dealership the car's starter caught on fire and was put out by the mechanic. No injuries,
thank goodness it happened at the dealership and a fire extinquisher was available!!. Car
Problems. Starter problem of the Hyundai Santa Fe 1. Starter problem of the Hyundai Santa Fe
2. Starter problem of the Hyundai Santa Fe 3. Starter problem of the Hyundai Santa Fe 4. Starter
problem of the Hyundai Santa Fe 5. Starter problem of the Hyundai Santa Fe 6. Starter problem
of the Hyundai Santa Fe 7. Starter problem of the Hyundai Santa Fe 8. Starter problem of the
Hyundai Santa Fe 9. Starter problem of the Hyundai Santa Fe Electrical System problems. Car
Will Not Start problems. Wiring problems. Ignition problems. Battery problems. Crankshaft
Position Sensor problems. Battery Dead problems. Battery Cable problems. Roller Blind. Repair
procedures Replacement [Removal] 1. Open the roller blind using the panorama sunroof switch.
Repair procedures Removal 1. Remove the battery mounting bracket B and the insulation pad
and Air Ventilation Seat. Description and Operation Description The ventilated seat system uses
a Push method to cool the seat. A blower mounted in the seat generates the cool air, which then
travels through ducts to the seat back and cushion Manuals New Top Sitemap Search manuals.
Hyundai Santa Fe: Starter. Repair procedures. Removal 1. Disconnect the battery negative
terminal. Disconnect the starter cable A from the B terminal on the solenoid, then disconnect
the connector B from the S terminal. Disconnect the planet shaft assembly or reducer assembly
A and lever B. Using a suitable pulling tool A , pull the overrunning clutch stopper C over the
stop ring B. Connect the battery as shown. If the starter pinion pops out, it is working properly.
To avoid damaging the starter, do not leave the battery connected for more than 10 seconds.
Disconnect the battery also from the body. If the pinion retracts immediately, it is working
properly. Place the starter motor in a vise equipped with soft jaws and connect a fully-charged
volt battery to starter motor as follows. Connect a test ammeter ampere scale and carbon pile
rheostats shown is the illustration. Connect the battery cable from battery's negative post to the
starter motor body. Confirm that the maximum amperage is within the specifications and that
the starter motor turns smoothly and freely. Inspect the armature for wear or damage from
contact with the permanent magnet. If there is wear or damage, replace the armature. Check the
commutator A surface. If the surface is dirty or burnt, resurface with emery cloth or a lathe
within the following specifications, or recondition with or sandpaper B. Check the commutator
diameter. If the diameter is below the service limit, replace the armature. If the commutator
runout is within the service limit, check the commutator for carbon dust or brass chips between
the segments. If the commutator run out is not within the service limit, replace the armature.
Check the mica depth A. If the mica is too high B , undercut the mica with a hacksaw blade to
the proper depth. Cut away all the mica C between the commutator segments. The undercut
should not be too shallow, too narrow, or v-shaped D. Check for continuity between the
segments of the commutator. If an open circuit exists between any segments, replace the
armature. Check with an ohmmeter that no continuity exists between the commutator A and
armature coil core B , and between the commutator and armature shaft C. If continuity exists,
replace the armature. To seat new brushes, slip a strip of or sandpaper, with the grit side up,
between the commutator and each brush, and smoothly rotate the armature. The contact
surface of the brushes will be sanded to the same contour as the commutator. Does it lock in
one direction and rotate smoothly in reverse? If it does not lock in either direction of it locks in

both directions, replace it. If the starter drive gear is worn or damaged, replace the overrunning
clutch assembly. Check the condition of the flywheel or torque converter ring gear if the starter
drive gear teeth are damaged. The overrun clutch is pre-lubricated at the factory and sol-vent
will wash lubrication from the clutch. The drive unit may be cleaned with a brush moistened
with cleaning solvent and wiped dry with a cloth. Schematic Diagrams Circuit Diagram Starter
Relay. Repair procedures Inspection 1. Remove the fuse box cover. Remove the starter re See
also: Roller Blind. Remove the air duct and air cleaner assembly. Remove the ETC module.
Remove the intake manifold stay A. IQ Option iqoption. Remove the 2 bolts C holding the
starter, then remove the starter. Remove the 2 bolts holding the starter, then remove the starter
A. Install in the reverse order of removal. Starter installation bolt: Disconnect the M-terminal A
on the magnet switch assembly B. After loosening the screws A , detach the magnet switch
assembly B. Loosen the through bolts A. Remove the brush holder assembly A , yoke B and
armature C. Remove the lever plate B and lever packing A. Remove the packing A and shield B.
Disconnect the planet gear A. Press the stopper A using a socket B. After removing the stop
ring A using stop ring pliers B. Reassembly is the reverse of disassembly. Reassemble in the
reverse order of disassembly. Disconnect the lead wire from the M-terminal of solenoid switch.
Disconnect the battery from the M terminal. If the pinion does not retract, the hold-in coil is
working properly. Connect a voltmeter volt scale across starter motor. Rotate carbon pile to the
off position. Adjust until battery voltage shown on the voltmeter reads 11volts. Current Max.
Speed Min. Non-ISG type. Disassemble the starter as shown at the beginning of this procedure.
Commutator diameter Standard New : Measure the commutator A runout. Commutator runout
Standard New : 0. Commutator mica depth Standard New : 0. Limit : 0. Brushes that are worm
out, or oil-soaked, should be replaced. Bruch length Standard : If there is continuity, replace the
brush holder assembly. Slide the overrunning clutch along the shaft. Replace it if does not slide
smoothly. Rotate the overrunning clutch both ways. Do not immerse parts in cleaning solvent.
Do not immerse the drive unit in cleaning solvent. The starter came sooner than promised. It
was very easy to install and works great. Very satisfied. So I really appreciate them being there.
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Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. BBB Industries. DIY Solutions. Pure Energy. USA
Industries. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. API Starter. Click to Enlarge. Core Price [? DIY
Solutions Starter. Notes: Starter Motor -- L4 2. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. SKP
Starter. Pure Energy Starter. Pure Energy N Starter. WAI Global Starter. Valeo Starter. Features:
Starter. Denso Starter. TYC Starter. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2
Day. Bosch Starter. Bosch SRN Starter. Remy Starter. AC Delco Starter. USA Industries Starter.
Image is not vehicle specific. BBB Industries Starter. Mando Starter. Replacement Starter. Pure
Energy N. February 23rd, Posted by Darrell. Great parts for cheap price. It takes a long time for
shipping but u will get a good part. June 29th, Posted by Trisha. TYC May 14th, Posted by DD.
Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Hyundai Santa Fe. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Transmission Hyundai Santa
Fe. Catalog: S. Catalog: B. Catalog: C. Vehicle Hyundai Santa Fe. Catalog: A. Catalog: H.
Catalog: E. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order.
Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle.
Hyundai Santa Fe Starter. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Starter part. Quantity Sold. Shop
Hyundai Santa Fe Starter. Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: MPA Part Number: NP OE
no. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Aug 18, Purchased on Aug 18, Jul 03, Works Great.
Installed it easily and it's got my car up and running! Purchased on Aug 09, Jun 14, Purchased
on Mar 24, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. To understand the clicking noise, you
first need to know how a typical, modern starting system works. When you turn the key or push
the button to start the engine, a control module or the ignition switch energizes the starter relay.
A typical starting circuit. You might be surprised to find out how many issues can potentially
prevent your car from starting. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights

Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement. Choose Quality We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
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Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
MPA Part Number: NP Part Number: VLE OE no. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Valeo is a global company that engineers thermal,
powertrain and other auto Denso OE Replacement Starter is the right replacement when it's
time to fix your automobile's electrical system. It has the exact same structure of the stock
starter that was installed with your motor vehicle as it was released from the automotive factory
so you can be certain of its overall perform Aug 18, Purchased on Aug 18, Jul 03, Starter for
Hyundai Sonata Not too hard to install at all - started the car on the first try. Purchased on Jan
25, Best purchase ever. I bought this hoping that it would be an easy install and was extremely
surprised to find that was. I had no problem installing it and my car is back to starting like a
champ. Great purchase!!! Purchased on Nov 03, Show More. Helpful Automoti
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six step troubleshooting process
ve Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the
starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter
solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an
electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted
directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine
cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals
break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

